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It is in the best interest of ZHealth and partners to maintain a visual consistency and high level 
of design across all distributed materials. The ZHealth brand must be protected and presented 
clearly and consistently, especially when juxtaposed with partner branding and products. 

This document outlines general guidelines that should be followed when referencing ZHealth in 
any materials. ZHealth may provide additional explicit guidance for individual use cases.
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TYPEFACES
The ZHealth company wordmarks consist of the following typefaces. Avoid using the ZHealth 
typeface prominently in copy or other design elements.

ZHealth: Palatino Bold

Company identifier: Helvetica Regular

• All caps

• Tracking adjusted to match the optical width of ZHealth text plus the Z mark. 

COLORS

Logo Usage
Always use an official logo file provided by ZHealth.

PRIMARY LOGO
In general, the primary ZHealth logo should be used for all third-party materials.

REGISTERED TRADEMARK
The ZHealth logo is a registered trademark. Do not remove or alter the placement of the ® symbol 
that is found in the official logos.

COMPANY IDENTIFIERS
The secondary logos are only used for company-specific materials or to distinguish between the 
different ZHealth entities. These will rarely, if ever, be used on third-party materials.

RGB: 0, 0, 0
CMYK: 0, 0, 0, 100
HEX: #000000

RGB: 52, 102, 103
CMYK: 81, 44, 54, 21
HEX: #346667

RGB: 243, 141, 36
CMYK: 1, 53, 98, 0
HEX: #F38D24

RGB: 238, 61, 37
CMYK: 0, 90, 99, 0
HEX: #EE3D25

RGB: 24, 94, 170
CMYK: 92, 67, 1, 0
HEX: #185EAA
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Layout & Placement

LAYOUT
The logo should not be crowded or competing with other graphics. Use white space generously. 
Adjacent graphics should be minimal and purposeful.

IMAGES
When placed over an image, choose the logo color that results in the greatest contrast.  Avoid 
placing the logo too close to busy imagery. Place on a plain color field when possible.
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Logo Misuse
Always use the logos as they have been provided without alteration. Examples of misuse below.

DO NOT:

Stretch the logo

Lorem Ipsum
Use the logo fonts as headings.  
These compete with the logo.

Change the colors

Alter the triangle “Z” mark in any way

is the leading...

Use the logo inline with copy

Use the company-specific colors 
without the company identifier

Use a drop shadow or any effects 
on the logo

Add a background to the logo

Juxtapose taglines or copy with the 
logo. This space is reserved for the 

company identifiers.
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